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Tangoe One Mobile Managed Mobility
Services (MMS) for Mid-Enterprise

Offload the burden of managing your entire
mobile program with Tangoe’s end-to-end
MMS expense and asset management solution.
Automate manual processes for improved
efficiencies and productivity so your team can
focus on value-add tasks.
As a Gartner Magic Quadrant visionary, our
innovative software application delivers a single
source to gain the support, visibility, and control
you need to optimize your mobile ﬂeet and
realize cost savings. What’s more, Tangoe One
Mobile provides complete with robust reporting
and analytics for the insights you need, when
you need them.

What does Tangoe One Mobile do for you?
With Tangoe One Mobile and a suite of enterprise-level services, we take the entire process of order,
inventory, invoice, expense, device management, and optimization off your hands so you can free up
resources to drive innovation and focus on what you do best.

SIMPLIFY

MANAGE

OPTIMIZE

Simplify the process of managing
and tracking your mobile
expenses and assets, as well as
eliminate manual tasks and the
need to build your own reporting
tools with our automated software
integrated with hundreds of global
carriers.

Manage your entire mobile
estate from a single platform
that provides a 360-degree
holistic view in real-time along
with robust, granular data and
analytics to base business
decisions on.

Optimize spend and resources
as we ﬂag unused assets
and billing discrepancies
and identify cost savings
opportunities so you get the
most value and return on
mobile investments.
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Mobile Management that delivers simplicity,
savings, and user satisfaction.
Order Management

Inventory Management

Invoice Management

Access Mobile procurement, fulfillment,
and activity management in a single
configurable application. Multi-carrier
and intelligent workﬂows allow you to
make changes at any time to get your
devices set up quickly.

Get a central repository of all mobile
assets from corporate-liable lines of
service to mobile devices, with inventory
synced to cost centers and users for
role-based visibility and access.

Improve billing processes with monthly
invoice validation, unify invoice data
collection via automation and gain
centralized visibility into all invoices in
one format and one location.

Expense Management

Audit & Optimization
Management

Reporting & Analytics

Reduce and reign in mobile costs so you
can scale or right-size your business with
powerful software that tracks all mobile
expense with self-service reporting and
analytics..

Reduce and reign in mobile costs so you can
scale or right-size your business with powerful
software that tracks all mobile expense with
self-service reporting and analytics.

Help Desk

Fulﬁllment

Leverage self-service resources including
chatbot, smart walk-throughs, and static
documenta-tion in addition to available
chat and phone support.

Tangoe handles all the steps taken between
order placement and receiving the device.
This includes warehousing, packing and
shipment with tracking email confirmation.

Get real-time, on-demand reporting for
authorized users with all of your global
inventory, support, and billing data in one
central application.

Uniﬁed Endpoint
Management
Gain visibility into what employees are
doing with corporate data and applications
on any type of mobile device, and tap
into our engineering experts to develop,
implement, and operate a secure UEM
system that protects your mobile ﬂeet.

Bundled Solutions
Tangoe One MMS

Business

Premium

Order Management

X

X

Fulfillment

X

X

Inventory Management

X

X

Invoice Management

X

X

Expense Management - AP/GL File Integration

X

X

Basic Reports

X

X

Help Desk

X

X

Bill Pay

X

UEM (Unified Endpoint Management)

X

Audit & Optimization Management

X

Tangoe Analytics

X

All Reports & Dashboards

X

About Tangoe
Tangoe is the leading technology expense and asset management solution. Tangoe seamlessly integrates with hundreds of
providers globally to deliver automated processes, reporting and insights that simplify, manage and optimize expense and inventory
management for enterprises of all sizes and scales.
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